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WHAT ROM SCHOOL VISITS PROGRAMS ARE ALL ABOUT
Using our world-class galleries, authentic artifacts and specimens, ROM  
teachers use inquiry-based teaching methods to inspire students and encourage  
a meaningful and stimulating learning experience.

CONDUCTED SECONDARY SCHOOL PROGRAMS

ROM Conducted School Programs are integrated with the Ontario  
curriculum, allowing students to build critical thinking skills and  
acquire content, and connecting teachers with relevant and  
significant resources that meet curriculum expectations.  

Weekdays from 10 am | 90 min | $16 per participant

CONDUCTED SCHOOL PROGRAMS

www.rom.on.ca/schools

THE ARTS
GRADE 9&10

Art of the Ancient World (AVI10)
Examine and identify the characteristic styles of artwork  
from Ancient Egypt, Greece and Rome. Students learn 
how the Elements and Principles of Design serve to 
enhance the form and function of the art. 

Ancient Greek Art (AV110) 
Focus on the artwork of the Ancient Greeks. Students  
learn how the Elements and Principle of Design serve  
to enhance the form and function of the art as it evolved  
from the second millennium B.C.E. to the Hellenistic 
period. 

Music Through Cultures and Ages
(AMU10, AM20, AMU3M, AMU30,   
AMU4M, AMU4E)
Enhance understanding of the values of music  
in different times and cultures. Students will examine 
how cultures express identity through music, as well  
as learn about other functions music serves  
in various societies.  

Ancient to Medieval Art (AV120)
Survey the Egyptian and Greek galleries and then focus 
on the Mediaeval collections. Students identify the roots 
and characteristics of Romanesque, Gothic and Byzan-
tine art and architecture. They will also interpret messages  
that are expressed by the artwork and discuss how those 
messages are conveyed.



Call 416.586.5801 x1

HISTORY: CANADIAN  
& WORLD STUDIES
GRADE 9&10
Exploring Canada’s History: A Digital  
Gallery Experience (CHC2D) (CHC2P)
Learn about how this country’s culture, history and  
identity was shaped by the interactions of peoples  
from many different ethnic backgrounds. Students  
are introduced to digitized artifacts, dating from  
pre-contact to present-day while they view a  
multi-screen presentation and use workstations.

GRADE 10
Canadian History Since World War I 
(CHC2D) (CHC2P)
Explore the forces that have shaped Canada’s national 
identity from World War I to the present through  
ROM’s artifacts. Students investigate the challenges  
presented by economic, social, and technological 
changes and explore the contributions of individuals  
and groups to Canadian culture and society as expressed 
by the objects. 

 

NATIVE STUDIES 
GRADE 9&10
Native Studies  
(NDA3M) (NBV3C) (NBV3E) (NDG4M)
 Investigate themes such as beliefs, values and   
       aspirations of Canada’s First Peoples as  
     expressed by artifacts, artworks and exhibits.         
          During this lesson, students will increase   
   their awareness and understanding
                         of the history, cultures,world 
         views, and contributions of  
           Aboriginal peoples.

SCIENCE  
& TECHNOLOGY
GRADE 9
Discover Astronomy (SNC1D/1P)
Investigate the characteristics and properties of a variety  
of celestial objects visible from Earth in the night sky. 
Handle 4.5 billion-year-old meteorites, learn how to read 
a star map, and take a tour of a spectacular star-filled 
seasonal sky inside a mobile planetarium. 

Sustainable Ecosystems: Biology 
(SNC1D/1P)
Observe arctic, grasslands, and other ecosystems,  
and visit a living coral reef in order to highlight that  
sustainability of ecosystems depends on balanced  
interactions between their components. Consider the 
causes and consequences of deforestation, climate  
change and invasive species in the natural world.

The Universe (SNC1D/1P)
Investigate the major components of the solar system and  
the universe. In the planetarium a wonderful night sky is 
shown to contain amazing objects and structures from  
exploding stars to galaxies. Discover scientific theories about 
the structure, formation, and evolution of the universe.

GRADE 9&10 
Climate Change: Earth and Space Science 
(SNC2D/2P)
Explore prehistoric and modern ecosystems to reveal the  
causes of natural and human-induced climate change. 
Investigate various natural and human factors that influence 
Earth’s climate, living things and natural systems. Analyse 
effects of human activity on climate change.

See our website for a complete  
list of topics in English & French.



PROGRAMS FILL UP FAST
BOOK YOUR VISIT TODAY!
Teachers get a FREE pre-visit with your booking

To book now, for more details, or to view a complete  
list of topics in English & French go to our website:

www.rom.on.ca/schools
416.586.5801 x1      schoolv@rom.on.ca

GENERAL INTEREST
GRADE 9&10
Exploring the ROM  
Students will explore the ROM’s diverse collections, 
including Ancient Civilizations, Arms and Armour, and 
the diversity of the natural world. This is the best way 
to introduce the ROM to students who have never been 
here and it gives them a taste of all the Museum has to 
offer.

The Iconic Experience  
This tour emphasizes ten of the museum’s world class 
objects, introducing students to our most spectacular 
scientific specimens and impressive ancient artifacts. 
$12 per participant

Self-Guided Visits
Tailor your school visit to meet your requirements.  
The self-guided program allows students to explore the 
museum in small groups under the supervision of staff 
and volunteers from your school.  $8 per participant

      Programs available in French

 Prices include any applicable taxes. General admission access included  
with these programs. Special exhibits may require an additional surcharge.  
Pricing and programs are subject to change without notice. 

 All programs except Self-Guided and The Iconic Experience are 90-min  
ROM teacher-conducted lessons at $16/student unless otherwise noted.

The ROM is an agency of the Government of Ontario. All images © ROM, 2013.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE &  
THE HUMANITIES
GRADE 9&10 
Myths and Legends
In this class, a ROM teacher uses the museum’s art, 
archaeology and natural history galleries to show 
the ways in which myths and legends from many  
cultures have helped humans to understand our 
world and each other.

CLASSICAL STUDIES  
& LANGUAGE
GRADE 9&10 
Rome for Latin Students   
(LVLBU / LVLCU / LVLAD)
Studying artifacts from Ancient Rome and its  
provinces help students understand the breadth of 
Roman civilization and Rome’s ability to absorb and 
transmute other cultures.

ENGLISH LITERATURE
      GRADE 9&10 
           Shakespeare’s England 
                Root an understanding of Shakespeare’s  
      plays in a sense of Tudor material culture  
      and the social and political issues of  
           the time. Hands-on lab and gallery   
                  tour can be tailored to the play  
                          you are studying.


